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Copyleft 2077
we’re here to have a good time and make fascists cry

ed. not sure if thats stirner or
milhouse — spooky

The Third International of the Young Hegelians
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I stop my small red car behind a lone Winnebago, parked to the side of an

empty highway road. Nothing else but plains of dead grass span the sizzling

horizon. I get out & peer inside the camper; its empty as well. Good. I get

behind the wheel & turn the ignition. Time to begin my road trip.

The drive is calm at first, until I catch a glint in the rear-view mirror. Another

car comes bearing down behind me & sticks to my tail. In the side mirror I see

the driver gesture for me to pull over. I comply.

I peer out the side door of the camper, back towards the car parked behind

me. Two large men step out & waddle over to me. One is a Pacific Islander
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with short hair, the driver is a brunette European with trimmed facial hair. The

latter bellows, "Give us your milk!"

I glaze over for moment. "Okay."

I invite them inside the camper. The interior décor is 50’s in style &

surprisingly spacious, wide enough to accommodate the men standing

shoulder to shoulder. I go to the fridge & pull out a carton. I reach it out to

them but I fumble. Milk sloshes & splashes onto the European.

We pause. He fumes, then they both charge me. I chuck the carton up to their

faces.

Soon they both tumble out the camper door. We leave them in the dust

before they can get up.

I recline back on the sofa. "Thanks ET."

"No worries mate," giving me a thumbs up from the drivers seat.

I space out for a moment before wondering, "Where are we going?"

He points to the UI compass, "I want to go to that quest marker there."
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I relax for a while, before I'm disturbed by bumpy motion. The camper is

going off-road. We stop at a dead end in the hills. The quest marker is to the

far right of the compass.

"This isn't the place."

I take over the wheel & take us back to the highway.

We arrive at a tunnel into the mountains. We drive in & everything goes black.

The world fades to a long hallway stretching to infinity. There is only myself in

my seat.

Lining the red regal walls are shelves & shelves of jars, full of house paint.

Wait no. That's not paint, it's milk. Coloured milk.

Red flashes around my vision as an exclamation mark pulses before me. I

need to pull over again.

I pull a lever beside me & my chair lurches forward. Seated, I rocket down the

hall. A rainbow spectacle of milk jars whizz around me at light speed, until I

stop at the steering wheel.

I peer out the side door of the camper, back towards the car parked behind
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me. These two again. This time I jump out of the camper as they approach me.

The European again demands for milk. Watching me argue with his partner,

the idle Islander glances at his own milk carton. Something about our

argument makes the Islander splash his milk onto the European. He sputters

back, "What the hell!"

I splash him with milk as well. Begin round two.

Not long into the fight, I find the Islander is on my side. I let him take charge

as he overpowers the European.

Afterwards, I find myself in the car behind the camper, resting my elbow out

the front door window. I glare at the Islander chatting up a female companion

traveling with me.

Dammit.

— Claude Milky-Strauss
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JUDITH BUTLER’S GENDER TROUBLE
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I say nothing and retrieve my slightly damp and sticky underwear.
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